BUILDING COMMUNITY THROUGH THE NATURAL PROCESS OF WOOD
by Sofia Holmström

ACTIVE SEPARATION
1966 The million programme

PROGRAMMED NATURE
Added greenery in the following decades

INTEGRATED NATURE
2016 Tvistevägen, new residential area north of Ålidhem

THE SNAKE
The urbanised future reduced possibility to have a relation to nature. Nature became objectified, and something that human controls. People have fought for their rights to have nature close to them. Mentionable is the demonstrations and riots against the demolition of "The Grove" at Ålidhem in 1977.

The shift to city-life inadvertently led to a distancing from nature. Humans no longer feel as part of nature, but to control and use it for profit.

Workshop 1 is about knowledge of ecology and planting trees in a grid. Workshop 2 is about learning about the wood process when cutting some of the trees down for drying. Workshop 3: Building the wood workshop together with local builders at Ålidhem. During the coming years, the rest of the construction is built along with the amount of wood that becomes available, and the needs of the residents.
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